MICROSOFT ENTERPRISE MOBILITY SERVICES

EMPOWER YOUR WORKFORCE WITH MANAGED MOBILITY
SERVICES
Modern enterprises face myriad challenges in improving
productivity. With advancing technology and increased
connectivity, they want their employees to operate
anywhere, anytime. A plethora of mobility solutions and
tight imperatives on data protection and security puzzles

decision-makers on how to efficiently implement mobility and
cloud solutions. They need skilled professionals and expertise
to deploy Mobility Management solutions (MMS) for amplified
productivity, superior communication, and better efficiency.

HOW WE HELP
We deliver end-to-end MMS (see Figure 1) using

leading Enterprise Mobility solutions expert, ensures we

cutting-edge technologies like Microsoft Enterprise Mobility

deliver only best-in-class services.

Suite (EMS). Our long-standing partnership with Microsoft, a

Strategy Services

Migration Services

Define and build mobility roadmap to identify
key success factors for improved user
adoption.
Determine the best technology platforms,
architectures, and components aligned to
future requirements.
Address application and platform challenges
by deploying your choice of platforms,
technology, and devices.

Design, integrate, deliver, and maintain
feature-rich user applications.
Integrate mobile solutions with existing
applications to ensure seamless migration.
Perform data integrity checks through
automation.
Enable cross-platform integration with service
delivery using MMS.

Leverage emerging technologies through our
Enterprise Mobility Resource Center.

Infrastructure Management Services
Ensure security and application compliance by
controlling and remotely managing back-end
IT processes.
Facilitate efficient management of user access,
data backup, and reporting tasks.

Testing Services
In-depth testing of mobile solutions using
MMS.
Analyze mobile application data with advanced
data analytics and reporting tools.
Prioritize use cases.

Figure.1: Microland’s Mobility Management Solutions

Figure 2 highlights our proprietary tools for Enterprise
Mobility Management (EMM).

Assessment framework to define
the right EMM strategies and
policies.

Ready-to-deploy, scalable
solution architecture based on
industry leading EMM products
and predefined best practices.

Industrialized framework to
periodically wrap and test
enterprise mobile applications for
multiple EMM solutions aligned
to mobile OS release cycles.

Figure 2: Microland’s Proprietary Tools for EMM

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT
Our MMS enable:
EMM strategy development, solution design, and
deployment

Mobile application virtualization, wrapping, and testing
Managed lifecycle mobility services

Operationalization of BYOD/CYOD/COPE

WHAT SETS US APART
Our domain differentiators include:
People, Process, Technology
Management of over 250,000 mobile devices by over
fifty MDM experts across technologies
Enterprise Mobility Resource Center for efficient project
delivery
End-to-end Planning
Delivery cycle optimization, system integration,
deployment, and configuration

Managed services for Level 1 and Level 2 support,
implementation, maintenance, and troubleshooting
Successful Track record
Successfully deployed Microsoft EMS for global
enterprises in diverse industries
Pre-built Assets IPs developed in-house accelerate
deployment of mobility solutions thereby optimizing
cost and effort
Turnkey Solutions - Proof of Concept (POC) solutions
mitigate challenges with initial turnkey engagements

For more information, log on to www.microland.com

About Microland
Microland is a leading Hybrid IT Infrastructure Service Provider and a trusted partner to
enterprises in their IT-as-a-Service journey. Incorporated in 1989 and headquartered in
Bangalore, India, Microland has more than 3,400 professionals across its offices in
Europe, Middle East, North America and India. Microland enables global enterprises to
become more agile and innovative through a comprehensive portfolio of services that
addresses hybrid IT transformation, workspace transformation, service transformation
and end-to-end IT infrastructure management.

